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Piano Bar at Harrah's 

"Entertainment Central"

The Piano Bar at Harrah's is a perfect destination for entertainment on the

Strip. Aside from dueling pianos, the bar also hosts the famous and quirky

"Big Elvis" show and karaoke every night. Stop in, grab a drink and enjoy

the show!

 +1 702 369 5000  www.harrahslasvegas.com/things-t

o-do/the-piano-

bar.html#.UrDSQeIro7p

 3475 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Harrahs Las Vegas Casino & Hotel, Las

Vegas NV

Dinos Lounge 

"A Local Hang-Out"

Proudly proclaiming to be one of the very best neighborhood bars of Las

Vegas, Dinos Lounge is a dive bar that has indeed turned out to be quite a

hot-spot over the years. The bar is a great place to hang out with a group

of friends, have a much-deserved drink and get entertained as the

karaoke acts unfold with the evening. An unassuming place where all are

welcome, the bar is lively and full of cheer all through the day and night.

Although the karaoke shows, that are held every Thursday, Friday and

Saturday from 10p onwards, are the bar's main attraction, with its pool

tables, music and friendly staff, Dino's is a great choice at any time of the

week.

 +1 702 382 3894  www.dinoslv.com  info@dinoslv.com  1516 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV

 by theilr   

Karaoke Q Studio 

"Karaoke Bar"

Sing your heart out in the comfort of your own private room at Karaoke Q

Studio. Bring a group of your most talented friends and don't be afraid to

pick up the mic. If showing off your pipes doesn't appeal to you, there are

tambourines in each room for those who would prefer to be part of the

backup band. Enjoy sake and soju drinks at great prices, as well as some

top notch snacks. The menu consists of American favorites like wings,

fries, and miniature corn dogs.

 +1 702 823 1448  3400 South Jones Boulevard, Las Vegas NV
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